GFWC STRATEGIC PLAN & GFWC CORE VALUES IMPLEMENTATION TOOLKIT

The Strategic Plan is the **GFWC** Strategic Plan and **every** part of GFWC--**YOU**, the Executive Committee, the Board of Directors, and the staff--is needed to accomplish the goals of the Strategic Plan. Every one of us should become familiar with the GFWC Strategic Plan, which is available on the GFWC website, and develop programs/projects that will work toward a goal or goals of the Plan. To help you develop these programs/projects, a GFWC Core Value Implementation Toolkit: Putting the Strategic Plan Into Action--"Step by Step" is now available at the GFWC website. The Toolkit gives you many suggestions for club/state projects that will enable your club/state to begin working toward the accomplishments of the goals of the Strategic Plan and to be involved in influencing GFWC's future by your participation today.